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Poland, Abortion, and the Roman Catholic 
Churcht 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1956, the Polish Parliament passed the Law on the Termination 
of Pregnancy.! The law permits abortion at any stage of pregnancy, 
and for any number of reasons. 2 Although this law was the subject 
of intense debate throughout the communist reign, the ruling com-
munists rarely enacted any restrictions to it.3 
Mter nearly fifty years of communist domination, in 1989 the 
Polish people raised the Iron Curtain and overthrew the communist 
regime. The collapse of communism has once again thrust abortion 
to the forefront of political debate throughout Eastern Europe.4 
This is most evident in Poland, where the permissive communist 
abortion legislation has conflicted directly with the doctrine of the 
Roman Catholic Church.5 The result has been several attempts to 
curtail legalized abortion through national legislation and a national 
referendum.6 
This Note analyzes the abortion debate currently raging in Po-
land. Part I examines both the role of the Catholic Church through-
t Copyright © 1994 Brian]. Leslie. 
1 Stanislaw Frankowski, Termination of Pregnancy. Legal Responses in Poland and in the World, 
40 AMER. J. COMPo L. 264,265 (1992) (reviewing ELEONORA ZIEUNSKA, PRZERYWANIE CIAZY. 
WARUNKI LEGALNOSCI W POLSCE I NA SWIECIE [TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY. LEGAL RE-
SPONSES IN POLAND AND IN THE WORLD (1990)]) (construing The Law of April 27, 1956, 
published in Dziennik Ustaw (Journal of Laws), No. 12/1956, Item 61). 
2 Frankowski, supra note 1, at 265. The 1956 Law on the Termination of Pregnancy [here-
inafter 1956 Law or Termination of Pregnancy Law] allows abortion for social reasons: that 
is, the pregnant woman's living conditions. Id. The 1956 Law also permits abortion for medical 
considerations, as when the life of the mother is in danger, and where there is a well-grounded 
suspicion that the pregnancy is the result of a crime, such as rape. Eleonora Zielinska, 
European Socialist Countries, in ABORTION AND THE PROTECTION OF THE HUMAN FETUS 241, 
293 (SJ. Frankowski & G.F. Cole eds., 1987) [hereinafter European Socialist Countries]. 
3 See, e.g., European Socialist Countries, supra note 2, at 278. 
4 Frankowski, supra note 1, at 265. 
5 Id. 
6 Linnet Myers, Proposed Ban on Abortion Stirs Up Poles, CHI. TRIB., Apr. 4, 1992, at Cl; see 
also ZChN Abortion Bill Submitted to Sejm Commission, RZECZPOSPOUTA No. 174,july 27,1992, 
available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, AHeur File [hereinafter Abortion Bill Submitted to Sejm 
Commission]. 
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out Poland's history and its views on the abortion issue. Part II 
examines the present controversy and the possibility of violations of 
the constitutionally mandated separation of Church and State. Part 
III discusses the international implications of a more restrictive 
abortion bill, and the problems Poland may face in entering the 
Council of Europe should the restrictive abortion bill be enacted 
into law. This Note concludes that the Roman Catholic Church has 
involved itself impermissibly in the secular political life of Poland, 
in contravention of the Polish Constitution. It also concludes that 
the proposed anti-abortion bill currently under consideration may 
violate the European Convention on Human Rights in three ways: 
(1) by granting an absolute right to life to the fetus; (2) by imper-
missibly infringing upon a woman's right to respect for a private and 
family life; and (3) by impinging upon the freedom of conscience 
of doctors and women. 
I. POLAND AND THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH 
A. Role of the Catholic Church Throughout Poland's History 
The Roman Catholic Church always has been an important force 
in Poland.7 Polls suggest that 98 percent of the Polish population is 
Catholic.8 The Church plays a much more significant role in Polish 
society than that played by other Churches in other modern Western 
countries. For many Poles, the Church has been a symbol of nation-
alism throughout Poland's turbulent history--centuries of wars and 
invasions, 125 years of partition during which Poland disappeared 
from the map, the Nazi regime, and communist rule.9 Under the 
communist regime, the Church was the center of anti-communism, 
and many considered the Church to be synonymous with anti-com-
munism. lO In 1989, the Catholic Church, along with the Solidarity 
Labor Movement and the entire Polish nation, triumphantly cele-
brated the victory over communism. ll 
The current Pope of the Roman Catholic Church, John Paul II, 
was born in Poland, and remains for many Poles the supreme 
7 Dorota Bartyzel, Church vs. State: Power and the Glary, WARSAW VorCE, May 10, 1992, 
available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, AHeur File [hereinafter Church vs. State]. 
8Id. 
9 Ruth E. Gruber, Role of Polish Clergy is Changing, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, Sept. 8, 
1992, at 12. 
10 Church vs. State, supra note 7. 
11 Id. 
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authority and a special reason for national pride. 12 The Pope sees 
Catholic women in the role traditionally reserved to them through-
out history:13 that of eulogizing sacrifice, motherhood, and a life 
centered on family duty; and his attitude toward family planning 
reflects this opinion. 14 The Pope adheres to the prohibition on 
artificial forms of contraception, and supports further research into 
those methods approved by the Church.15 He recommends forti-
tude, and expresses concern over the problems faced by married 
couples.16 Groups in favor of abortion have to fight not only the 
opponents of abortion, but also the Pope, whom many consider to 
be a hero in PolandY 
Masses, or at least the presence of Church officials, accompany 
most public ceremonies and important events in Poland.1s Polish 
politicians often seek to stress their strong ties to the Roman Catho-
lic religion and their relationship with the Church.19 President Lech 
Walesa begins each day by participating in Holy Mass, even when he 
is on a foreign trip.20 
B. Recent Church Involvement in the Secular Political Life of Poland 
Since the fall of the communist regime in 1989, the Church has 
experienced difficulties trying to redefine its role in Poland, as the 
country tries to transform itself into a modern, democratic society.21 
The Church was a rallying point for Poles under the communists, 
but now finds itself struggling to maintain its active role in Polish 
life. Many Poles, however, even those who consider themselves to be 
devout Catholics, decry what they see as an attempt by the Church 
to maintain its intense involvement in Polish political life when it is 
12 [d. 
13 Michael Sheridan, The Pope Stands Still in a Whirlwind of Change, INDEPENDENT, July 16, 
1992, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Alleur File. 
l4 [d. 
IS [d. The Roman Catholic Church does not approve of any form of birth control in which 
the natural process by which the sperm and egg unite is blocked, such as happens by use of 
a condom. ENCYCLICAL LETTER OF HIS HOLINESS POPE PAUL VI, OF HUMAN LIFE 11-12 
(1968). Nor does the Church sanction sterilization. The Church only approves of sexual 
relations among married couples, and recommends that single Catholics refrain from sexual 
intercourse until marriage. See generally id. 
16 Sheridan, supra note 13. 
17Myers, supra note 6, at Cl. 
18 Church vs. State, supra note 7. 
19 [d. 
20 [d. 
21 Gruber, supra note 9. 
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no longer necessary.22 Indeed, the Catholic Church has not been 
bashful about involving itself in political life. During the presidential 
elections, Polish priests distributed leaflets reminding voters that the 
fate of Catholic Poland hung in the balance.23 In 1991, during the 
interim elections prior to the first free elections to Parliament, the 
Church instructed voters that "'a Christian cannot choose a system 
which, as a principle, denies God a place in public life."'24 Catholic 
bishops issued a letter urging the public to vote for candidates who 
advocated Christian values and who opposed abortion, although the 
letter stopped short of endorsing one particular party.25 
The fall of communism resulted in an increase in the political 
power of the Catholic Church.26 Many consider the Christian-Na-
tional Union to be the official mouthpiece of the Roman Catholic 
Church in the lower house, or Sejm, or Parliament,27 In fact, the 
Christian-National Union fully identifies itself with Church practice 
and ideology.28 The Christian-National Union supports proposals by 
the Church to amend the Polish Constitution and eliminate provi-
sions guaranteeing the separation of Church and State.29 
The Christian-National Union has seen its power in the Sejm grow 
exponentially. During the last term of the Sejm, only three deputies 
represented the Christian-National Union.30 Mter the last elections, 
however, Christian-National Union deputies numbered sixty-one, 
and formed the third largest parliamentary caucus,3! Members of 
the Christian-National Union also fill a majority of the Cabinet 
seats.32 Thus, the Roman Catholic Church always has played an 
important role in Polish society; with the end of the communist 
22Id. 
23 Church vs. State, supra note 7. 
24/d. 
25 Voters Apathetic as Elections Near, FACTS ON FILE WORLD NEWS DIGEST, Oct. 24, 1991, 
available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Alleur File. 
26 Sources of Power; POLITICAL RISK SERV., June 1, 1992, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, 
Alleur File. 
27 Political Christians, WARSAW VOICE, May 10, 1992, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Alleur 
File [hereinafter Political Christians]. The Polish structure of government is comprised of a 
Parliament with two houses, the lower house, or Sejm, and the upper house, or Senate. Pol. 
Const. ch. 3, art. 27, § 1. With the exception of the Budget Act, any Act adopted by the Sejm 
is transmitted to the Senate for consideration. Id. The Senate may then propose amendments 
to the Act, or it may propose to reverse the Act. Id. 
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regime, the Church wants not only to maintain that role, but to 
expand it as welp3 
C. Abortion and the Roman Catholic Church in Poland 
Prior to the downfall of communism, the socialist states of Eastern 
Europe were the first countries to liberalize abortion laws.34 This 
liberalization coincided with secularizing State power and society, as 
well as with implementing equality of men and women in all aspects 
oflife.35 Poland's 1956 Law on the Termination of Pregnancy (1956 
Law or Termination of Pregnancy Law) permits abortions at any 
stage of pregnancy and for a variety of grounds.36 The purpose of 
the law is to protect the health of women against the negative effects 
of abortion performed under inappropriate conditions or by per-
sons who do not belong to the medical profession.37 The Termina-
tion of Pregnancy Law gives complete impunity to pregnant women 
who obtain abortions, permits abortion for social reasons described 
as '''difficult living conditions of the woman,'" and contains an 
immunity clause to protect doctors who perform abortions because 
of pregnancies caused by rape. 38 
On its face, the 1956 Law seems to permit abortion only in spe-
cified cases.39 A 1959 Executive Order by the Minister of Health 
(Executive Order or Order), however, promulgated a new interpre-
tation of the law,40 in effect giving women the right to abortion on 
demand. The Order was prompted by concerns that the 1956 Law 
had not eliminated the abortion underground, as was expectedY 
The Executive Order directed physicians to accept "'with no ques-
tions asked'" the woman's statement certifying that her living con-
ditions were difficult enough to justify an abortion.42 
This interpretation of the Termination of Pregnancy Law-that 
is, abortion on demand-coincides with the communist view of 
abortion. In contrast to Western countries, communist governments 
33 See Political Christians, supra note 27. 
34 European Socialist Countries, supra note 2, at 241. 
35 [d. 
36Frankowski, supra note 1, at 265. 
37 Wanda Stojanowska, Poland: The Abortion Dilemma, 30 J. FAM. L., 381, 382 (1992) (quot-
ing 1956 Law). 
3H [d. 
39 See Frankowski, supra note 1, at 265. 
40 [d. (construing 1959 Executive Order). 
41 European Socialist Countries, supra note 2, at 278. 
42Frankowski, supra note 1, at 265 (quoting Executive Order). 
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viewed abortion as merely an element of a larger population control 
strategy.43 Communist governments sometimes would change their 
abortion policies overnight, depending on population and military 
considerations.44 
The communists passed the 1956 Law despite harsh criticism from 
its numerous opponents.45 Catholic deputies, the Catholic press, and 
Catholic writers sharply criticized the law.46 A group of medical 
professionals refused to perform abortions because of their own 
moral convictions, even at the risk of losing their jobs and enduring 
other grave consequencesY The Catholic Church initiated a num-
ber of actions. In 1958, a Catholic political action committee organ-
ized a national meeting on moral renewal, and appealed to Parlia-
ment to annul the law.48 In its pastoral work, the Catholic Church 
openly called upon medical professionals to undermine the law.49 
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, many frequently claimed that 
Poland's permissive Termination of Pregnancy Law was responsible 
for the decline in Poland's birthrate.5o In response, the Parliamen-
tary Commission for Health and Physical Education evaluated the 
effects of implementation of the law, and issued a report on its 
findingsY The Commission found no such causal relationship, and 
its report recommended against revising the law to restrict abor-
tion. 52 
The Commission's report found that the decline in birthrate was 
attributable to, among other things, an increased number of women 
in professional life, and an increase in the standard of living.53 The 
report stressed many of the positive aspects of the 1956 Law: in 
particular, a decrease in suicides by pregnant unmarried women, a 
decrease in infanticide, and a decrease in paternity suits.54 Most 
importantly, the report concluded that the 1956 Law in essence 
43 Id. at 264-65. 
44 See id. at 265. For example, if the communist government decided that it needed more 
soldiers for the conscripted army, access to abortion would be limited. On the other hand, if 
the government found that there was overcrowding or a population explosion, access to 
abortion would be expanded. See id. 





50 European Socialist Countries, supra note 2, at 279. 
51 Id. 
52 Id. 
53 Id. Poor housing conditions, lack of child care, and an insufficient number of nurseries 
and kindergartens also affected the birth rate. Id. 
54 !d. 
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eliminated "back-alley" abortions and deaths caused by abortions.55 
The report, however, recommended increasing the amount and 
effectiveness of counseling so that the law would be used only in 
special cases, and urged that the opinions of many physicians op-
posed to abortion be considered.56 Finally, the Commission sug-
gested that a wider range of contraceptives be made available.57 
The Roman Catholic Church has neither changed nor compro-
mised its position on abortion throughout the abortion debate in 
Poland. The Church believes and teaches that abortion is murder 
because a fetus is a human being from the moment of conception, 
existing independen tly of the wish or the will of the woman. 58 There-
fore, according to the Roman Catholic Church doctrine, abortion 
is a direct violation of the right to life enjoyed by every human being, 
and a woman should be prohibited from having an abortion, even 
if her life is in danger.59 
In 1983, the Vatican issued the Charter of Family Rights, re-
confirming the Church's position on abortion. The Charter reads: 
The spouses have the inalienable right to found a family 
and decide on the spacing of births and the number of 
children to be born, taking into account the obligations 
towards each other, to the children who have already been 
born, the family and society, in a just hierarchy of values and 
in accordance with the objective moral order which excludes 
the recourse to contraception, sterilization and abortion.60 
Thus, it should come as no surprise that Polish Church officials 
often publicly advocate an absolute prohibition on abortion.61 
D. Restrictions on the 1956 Law on the Termination of Pregnancy 
When the communist regime fell, the new Polish government 
continued to interpret the Termination of Pregnancy Law as it had 
been interpreted after the 1959 Executive Order was issued: abor-
55 European Socialist Countries, supra note 2, at 279. 
56Id. 
57Id. 
58Id. at 281. 
59Id. 
60 THE HOLY SEE (THE VATICAN), CHARTER OF THE RIGHTS OF THE FAMILY art. 3 (1983) 
(emphasis added). The Roman Catholic Church also believes that aborting a fetus is a direct 
violation of the right to life that each human being enjoys. "Human life must be respected 
and protected absolutely from the moment of conception. a} Abortion is a direct violation of 
the fundamental right to life of the human being." Id. art. 4. 
61 European Socialist Countries, supra note 2, at 281. 
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tion on demand. The new Polish government has, however, little by 
little restricted a woman's right to have an abortion. In 1990, the 
Health Ministry placed the first restrictions on abortion.62 The 
Health Ministry issued a directive requiring women who sought 
abortions in state-financed hospitals to obtain certificates from a 
psychologist and two doctors.63 The Health Ministry also assessed a 
fee of approximately $80.00 on abortions,64 even though the Polish 
Constitution guarantees free health care.65 In 1991, the Health Min-
istry banned several types of oral contraceptives, and the Health 
Minister commented that he hoped condoms would soon follow.66 
Most recently, a new Doctor's Code of Ethics (Ethics Code or 
Code) came into force on May 3, 1992, which allows doctors to limit 
abortions to situations where the life or health of the mother is in 
danger, or the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest. 67 The Polish 
Ombudsman, Tadeusz Zielinski, declared the Code void, claiming 
that it violates the Polish Constitution.68 The Polish Constitution 
provides that the rights of citizens cannot be infringed by anything 
other than acts of law.69 The Constitutional Court refused to rule 
whether the Code conflicted with the 1956 Law, stating that it was 
competent to hear only legal issues and not ethical norms. 70 The 
Court did issue an advisory opinion, however, which stated that 
certain parts of the Code conflicted with current laws on abortion, 
the medical profession, and Poland's Penal Code requirement that 
a doctor be present at executions.71 
62 Stephen Engelberg, Poland Faces New Battle on Abortion, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 21, 1992, atA3. 
63ld. 
64Id. 
65 POL. CONST. ch. 8, art. 70, § 2 (2). 
66 May Poles, ECONOMIST, May 16,1992, at 66 [hereinafter May Poles]. 
67 Polish Ombudsman Vows to Defend Abortion Right, REUTERS LIBR. REP., May 13, 1992, 
available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, AHeur File. 
68Id. 
69 POL. CaNST. ch. 8, art. 87, § 1. Article 87, § 1 provides: 
1. The Republic of Poland shall guarantee to its citizens the inviolability of the 
person. A citizen may be deprived of his freedom only in cases specified by the law. A 
detained person shall be set free unless a warrant of arrest issued by the court or by 
prokurator has been served on him within forty-eight hours from the moment of his 
detention. 
POL. CaNST. ch. 8, art. 87, § 1 (emphasis added); see Ewa Zalewska, Abortian: Ethics vs. the 
Law, WARSAW VOICE, May 17, 1992, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, AHeur File. 
70 Patricia Koza, High Court Refuses to Rule on Abortion Issue, UPI, Oct. 8, 1992, available in 
LEXIS, Nexis Library, AHeur File. 
71Id. 
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The trend in Poland seems to be moving toward more restrictions 
on abortion. The Sejm is considering two abortion bills, both of 
which would seriously restrict the right to abortion. The first bill, 
proposed by the Christian-National Union, would ban abortion com-
pletely except when the woman's life is in danger. 72 The bill also 
provides a two year prison sentence for any physician performing 
an abortion. 73 There are no other exceptions, even in the case of 
rape or incest. 74 The second bill, a less restrictive bill proposed by 
the Polish Women's League, would permit abortion under four 
circumstances: protection of the mother's life or health; a defective 
fetus; pregnancy caused by rape or incest; or dire economic condi-
tions. 75 This bill, however, failed to gain enough support in the Sejm 
and was tabled.76 The Sejm also defeated a national referendum on 
whether abortion should be allowed under certain circumstances, 
including the drastic economic condition of the mother.77 Currently, 
only the Christian-National Union bill is before the Polish Parlia-
ment.78 
The estimated number of abortions performed annually in Po-
land varies depending upon who is doing the estimation. In 1987, 
the Health Ministry estimated the number at 122,500 per year, but 
estimates by Catholic Church officials vary from 600,000 to one 
million annually.79 These estimates are extremely high by most stand-
ards, and are more than twice the per capita number of abortions 
performed in the United States.so Such high numbers of abortions 
have been attributed to a general lack of sex education and an 
intense scarcity of contraceptive devices.S! As a result, most women 
72 Myers, supra note 6, at Cl. 
73 Stojanowska, supra note 37, at 387. A Polish parliamentary commission proposed that 
women who terminate their own pregnancy also should face a prison sentence of two years, 
while a minority of deputies in the commission recommended canceling the restrictive 
proposal. Polish Commission Wants Jail Terms for Abortions, REUTERS LIBR., REP., Oct. 22, 1992, 
available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, AHeur File. 
74 Patricia Clough, Polish Catholic Party to Seek Almost Total Ban, INDEPENDENT, Feb. 29, 
1992, at 8. 
75 Myers, supra note 6, at C 1. 
76 Polish Abortion Bill Clears Hurdle, CHI. TRIB. July 25, 1992, at C14 [hereinafter Polish 
Abortion Bill Clears Hurdle]. 
77 [d.; Abortion Bill Submitted to Sejm Commission, supra note 6. 
78 Polish Abortion Bill Clears Hurdle, supra note 76. 
79 Stojanowska, supra note 37, at 386. 
80 Frankowski, supra note 1, at 266. 
81 [d. 
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in Poland tend to view abortion as an alternative means of contra-
ception, rather than as a termination of a pregnancy.82 
E. Results of the Christian-National Union s Proposed Anti-Abortion 
Bill in Poland 
Should the Church succeed in getting the Christian-National Un-
ion bill passed, the results for Poland could be devastating. Promi-
nent Polish physicians have predicted an increase in illegal abor-
tions, including some abortions performed by incompetent 
practitioners.83 Others predict that abortions will still be available, 
but only at private clinics and at a much higher price.84 Conse-
quently, many will not be able to afford abortions.8s Thus, the very 
people who should be given some sort of contraceptive alternative-
the poor-will be denied the only option currently available to 
them. As a result of the new Doctor's Code of Ethics, women already 
are crossing the border into Czechoslovakia, which has a more 
liberal abortion policy. The Christian-National Union bill only would 
increase this "abortion tourism. "86 
II. POTENTIAL CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS SHOULD THE 
NATIONAL-CHRISTIAN UNION BILL BECOME LAw 
The abortion debate in Poland has raised a number of questions 
regarding the Constitution of Poland. These questions stem from 
the Catholic Church's involvement in the political debate over the 
abortion issue. Although constitutional law in Poland is in its in-
fancy, and is not nearly as developed as it is in Western countries, 
several potential constitutional violations lurk in the shadow of both 
the Doctor's Code of Ethics and the proposed Christian-National 
Union anti-abortion bill. The Polish Constitution guarantees the 
separation of Church and State and the freedom of religion.87 The 
82 Id. 
83 Abortions Curtailed in Poland, CHI. TRIB., May 5, 1992, at C12. This is precisely the reason 
why the 1956 abortion law was enacted in the first place, to get rid of the abortion under-
ground, "back-alley" abortions, and incompetent practitioners. See supra text accompanying 
note 36. 
84 Mary Battiata, New Code in Poland Prompts Doctors to Refuse Abortions, WASH. POST, May 
29, 1992, at A26. 
85 Id. 
86 Philip Sherwell, Doctors Feel Pinch from Polish Priests, SUNDAY TELEGRAPH (London), May 
31,1992, at 16. 
87 POL. CONST. ch. 8, art. 82. This article provides: 
1. The Republic of Poland shall guarantee the freedom of conscience and religion 
to its citizens. The Church and other religious societies and organizations shall freely 
'\ 
\ 
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very fact that the Christian-National Union now holds a majority of 
Cabinet positions creates questions as to whether the Polish Consti-
tution has been breached already. While only the State may not 
compel individuals to participate in religious activities, a majority of 
Cabinet positions filled by members of the Christian-National Un-
ion, which has been considered the official political mouthpiece of 
the Catholic Church in the Parliament,88 raises questions of whether 
this guarantee of separation of Church and State has been breached. 
In addition, there is evidence that the framers of the Polish Con-
stitution envisioned the possibility of Church involvement in affairs 
of State. The second sentence of article 82, § 2 provides that "[t]he 
principles of the relationship between the Church and State, ... 
shall be defined by law."89 The Church's deep involvement in the 
abortion debate may violate the constitution in this respect as well. 
The Polish Constitution guarantees Polish citizens the "inviolabil-
ity of the person."90 It can be argued that this provision may give an 
implied right to privacy, much like that in the U.S. Constitution, 
which may guarantee a woman the right to obtain an abortion.91 
Both the Code of Ethics and the proposed Christian-National Union 
bill may violate such an implied right to privacy, if such a right is 
found, and thus also violate the Constitution. 
A. Separation of Church and State 
As noted above, the Polish Constitution guarantees the separation 
of Church and State, and the freedom of religion.92 It also mandates 
that the State not compel anyone to participate in any religious 
activity or rite.93 With Christian-National Union members occupying 
the majority of Cabinet positions, and forcing Catholic Church pro-
posals against abortion through the Parliament, it may be argued 
that Polish women are being forced to participate in Catholic activi-
Id. 
exercise their religious functions. Citizens shall not be prevented from taking part 
in religious activities and rites. No one may be compelled to participate in religious 
activities or rites. 
2. The Church shall be separated from the State. The principles of the relationship 
between Church and State, and the legal and patrimonial position of religious 
communities shall be defined by law. 
88 Political Christians, supra note 27. 
89 POL. CaNST. ch. 8, art. 82, § 2. 
90 POL. CaNST. ch. 8, art. 87, § 1. See supra text accompanying note 68. 
91 See Roe v. Wade, 410 u.S. 113, 153, 154 (1973). 
92 POL. CaNST. ch. 8, art. 82. 
93 "No one may be compelled to participate in religious activities or rites." Id. at § 1. 
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ties. Although 98 percent of the Polish population is Catholic,94 not 
every Catholic Pole accepts the Church's teaching on abortion. 
Indeed, public opinion polls indicate that more than two-thirds of 
the Polish population support retaining a liberal law permitting 
abortion under specific circumstances, including those cases where 
the mother experiences difficult living conditions.95 By completely 
forbidding abortion, except where the life of the mother is in dan-
ger, the Christian-National Union and the Church are forcing Polish 
women to participate in the Catholic rite of respecting life from the 
moment of conception, regardless of their own personal beliefs, and 
in contravention of the Polish Constitution. 
While the Church is free to express its views on abortion and its 
opinions of candidates running for office, it appears that the Church 
has gone beyond what is constitutionally permissible and instead has 
involved itself in the political life of Poland.96 The Catholic Church 
claims that it is merely reflecting the view of Catholic Poland.97 It is 
difficult to understand how the Church can be reflecting the view 
of Catholic Poland, however, when 66 percent of the population 
supports abortion in at least some instances.98 In 1990, Polish bish-
ops aggressively pursued a bill, personally supported by Pope John 
Paul II, that first would limit, and then ban, abortions and contra-
ceptives.99 The bill passed the Senate, but the Sejm tabled the bill in 
response to public opposition. lOo The Church lobbied intensely dur-
ing the debate, and even threatened to deny Catholics the sacra-
ments if they did not sign anti-abortion petitions. lOl Such blatant 
coercion goes beyond merely expressing an opinion on the morality 
of proposed legislation. Rather, it is a direct interference in the 
affairs of the State. By forcing Poles to sign anti-abortion petitions, 
94 Church vs. State, supra note 7. 
95 Battiata, supra note 84. 
96The Church has distributed leaflets to its parishioners, reminding them that the fate of 
Catholic Poland was in their hands. See supra text accompanying note 23. The Church also 
has read letters to Catholics during weekly Masses urging them to vote for those candidates 
who espouse Christian values by opposing abortion. See supra text accompanying note 25. 
These activities are constitutionally permissible, as the Church is allowed to express its own 
views on the candidates and the issues. 
97 Sherwell, supra note 86. 
98 Battiata, supra note 84. 
99 Poland: The Church's Heavy Hand, ABORTION REP., June 26, 1991, available in LEXlS, 
Nexis Library, Omni File [hereinafter Poland: The Church's Heavy Hand]. 
100 [d. 
101 [d. The Church threatened to withhold the Sacrament of Most Holy Eucharist, one of 
the most sacred sacraments offered by the Catholic Church. According to the Church's 
teaching, bread is transformed into the body of Christ, and is then given to Catholics. See id. 
\ 
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or to pledge support for anti-abortion bills, the Church is compel-
ling parishioners to participate in a religious rite or activity, in 
contravention of Chapter 8, article 82, § 2 of the Polish Constitu-
tion.102 The Church maintains that its role, now that communism 
has been defeated, is '''to guide Poland through democracy to mo-
rality. "'103 It is questionable, however, whether the Church may use 
secular law to carry out what it considers to be divine commands.104 
Active interference in the political process by threatening to with-
hold the sacraments unless Poles sign anti-abortion petitions consti-
tutes active interference in political life, and clearly is proscribed by 
the Polish Constitution. 
A mere thirty years ago, the Catholic Church unequivocally rec-
ognized the validity of the doctrine of separation of Church and 
State at the Second Vatican Council. 105 Members of the Christian-N a-
tional Union, however, do not believe that the principle of separa-
tion of Church and State, so cherished in other Western nations, is 
applicable to Poland. 106 They reason that separation of Church and 
State is impossible in a land where more than 90 percent of the 
population is Catholic.107 The fact that the framers of the Polish 
Constitution mandated that the Church remain separated from the 
State, however, clearly shows that the Church is not the supreme or 
sole governing authority in Poland. Rather, the people, through their 
representatives in Parliament, are the supreme ruling authority. 
While only the State may not compel individuals to participate in 
religious rites or activities, a majority of Christian-National Union 
ministers in the Cabinet is strong evidence of State compulsion to 
participate in Catholic rites and activities. There is no doubt that 
Cabinet ministers who call deputies into their offices to express 
"concern" over the deputies' stance on abortion are very persuasive. 
Cabinet ministers and deputies belonging to the Christian-National 
Union who work with and for the Church to push through anti-abor-
tion legislation also violate the separation of Church and State 
provision. !Os A deputy'S duty is to represent the people, not the 
102 See POL. CaNST. ch. 8. art. 82, § 1. 
103 Poland: Church Influence in Democratic Election, ABORTION REP., Oct. 30, 1991, available 
in LEXlS, Nexis library, Omni File. 
104 Stojanowska, supra note 37, at 384. 
105 Poland: The Church's Heavy Hand, supra note 99. 
106 Myers, supra note 6. 
107Id. "'There is a God, and you can't really learn about the world if you're not able to 
learn the truth about its creator. ... '" Id. 
lOS See discussion supra pp. 20-22. 
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Church. With polls showing two-thirds of the population in favor of 
maintaining the right to abortion , 109 efforts to ban abortion amount 
to forcing the Church's teachings on Poles through the Parliament, 
unless the deputy's constituents oppose abortion. 
The Church equates those who do not support its position on 
abortion with members of the old communist regime. The Church 
considers the right to life from conception onward to be a civil right, 
and believes that the Commissioner for Civil Rights should protect 
the rights of the unborn yo If the Commissioner does not protect 
the civil rights of the fetus, the Church brands the Commissioner a 
communist, or at least in league with the old communist regime. lll 
The Church is undoubtedly trying to end the political life of the 
Commissioner by tainting him with a communist label in the hopes 
that his replacement will be more sympathetic to the Church's views. 
As a result, the Commissioner will not protect the civil rights of 
women who want to have abortions. Such stratagems violate, at the 
least, the spirit of the Constitution. The Church undoubtedly would 
like to see a member of the Christian-National Union take over as 
Commissioner of Civil Rights. In such a situation, the new Christian-
National Union Commissioner could then institute further bans on 
abortion.ll2 This, however, is a clear violation of the Constitution. 
The Church would be using the secular political process to institute 
what it considers to be divine commands,ll3 and would be forcing 
women to participate or engage in Catholic rituals and activities. 
B. The Inviolability of the Person and an Implied Right to Privacy 
Article 87 of the Polish Constitution guarantees the inviolability 
of the person.1l4 While the issue has not been addressed in Poland, 
this provision may provide an implied right to privacy, and perhaps 
a constitutional right to an abortion, much like that in the U.S. 
Constitution. ll5 If the Polish Constitutional Court found an implied 
right to privacy under the Polish Constitution,ll6 arguably the pro-
109 Battiata, supra note 84. 
110 Church vs. State, supra note 7. 
II! Id. Cardinal Jozef Glemp, Primate of Poland, believes the Commissioner for Civil Rights 
should protect the rights of unborn children. Id. '''If not, [the Church] will call him a 
custodian of the old regime.'" Id. (quoting Cardinal Jozef Glemp, Primate of Poland). 
112 See id. 
113 See Stojanowska, supra note 37, at 384. 
114POL. CONST. ch. 8, art. 87, § l. 
115U.S. CONST. amend. V; see Roe, 410 U.S. at 153,154. 
116 See POL. CONST. ch. 8, art. 87, § l. 
;' 
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posed Christian-National Union bill would violate this implied right 
by taking away a woman's right to choose to have an abortion. 
The new Ethics Code, too, may violate this article. Under the 
Polish Constitution, a person's freedom may be deprived only in 
cases specified by the law. 117 The new Code is merely a code of ethics 
and does not have the binding effect of law. 118 By depriving a woman 
of the freedom to have an abortion, the Ethics Code thus has 
violated the Polish Constitution and should be struck down. The 
Constitutional Court, however, stating it has jurisdiction to rule only 
on legal issues and not ethical norms, has refused to rule on this 
issue.n9 
C. The Anti-Abortion Bill and Results for Polish Society 
Should the Christian-National Union anti-abortion bill become 
law, or should the Ethics Code withstand any constitutional attack, 
Polish women and Polish society will be faced with an even greater 
burden. The 1991 Health Ministry ban on oral contraceptives120 will 
make whatever contraceptives that are available even more scarce. 
The same month that the Health Ministry banned several types of 
oral contraceptives,121 the Minister of Health commented that he 
hoped condoms would follow the same route and be banned as 
well.122 Under the current restrictions on the 1956 Law, especially 
the ban on certain types of oral contraceptives, Polish couples have 
very little choice in types and methods offamily planning, and a ban 
on condoms and abortion will leave them with even fewer choices 
than ever. Indeed, most women in Eastern Europe tend to view 
abortion as an alternative method of contraception, rather than as 
the termination of a pregnancy.123 A total, or near total, ban on 
contraception will force Polish couples to choose between abstain-
ing from sexual relations, which hardly seems plausible; taking their 
chances and hoping that the woman does not get pregnant; or using 
a much less effective means of birth control, such as coitus interrup-
tuS. 124 A total ban on contraceptives, and an absolute prohibition on 
117 Id. 
118 Zalewska, supra note 69. 
119 Koza, supra note 70. 
120 May Poles, supra note 66, at 66. 
121Id. 
122 Id. 
123 Frankowski, supra note 1, at 266. 
124 Coitus interruptus is a form of birth control whereby sexual intercourse is purposely 
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abortion except when the life of the mother is endangered, is likely 
to result in a sharp increase in the number of pregnancies in Poland. 
This increase will lead to an abortion underground and "back-alley" 
abortions,125 often performed under unsanitary conditions and by 
people unqualified to perform such an operation. Polish society will 
bear the hardships of these results, either through an increase in 
deaths and mutilations among pregnant women, or through a larger 
burden on an already strapped Polish economy. 
A disturbing aspect of the whole debate over abortion is the 
Catholic Church's support for a ban on both abortion and contra-
ception.126 The Church fails or refuses to realize that one of the best 
ways to reduce the number of abortions performed in Poland is to 
increase the availability of effective contraception.127 The Church 
apparently does not acknowledge that increased access to effective 
contraceptives will give Polish couples more options. The Church 
would like to see total abstinence from sexual intercourse, except 
for procreation, which is not likely to occur and which is difficult to 
monitor and enforce. Unless there is increased access to effective 
contraception, Polish couples must continue to use abortion as a 
method of contraception,128 which will become impossible should 
the Christian-National Union anti-abortion bill be enacted.129 
Another result could be that parents will be less able to support 
their children, leaving children to fend off disease or malnutrition 
on their own.130 This is the case in less developed countries, where 
abortion and contraception are also not readily available. l3l Rather 
than ridding Poland of the evil of abortion-the goal of the 
Churchl3L-the Christian-National Union bill will have just the oJr 
posite effect. The bill will result in an increase in the number of 
illegal abortions, with a resulting increase in the threat to the life 
and health of many Polish women. The ultimate result in Poland if 
the anti-abortion bill is passed is not entirely clear, but one thing is 
interrupted in order to prevent ejaculation of semen into the vagina. WEBSTER'S THIRD 
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 441 (1961). 
125Frankowski, supra note 1, at 266. 
126 See May Poles, supra note 66, at 66. 
127 See Poland: The Church's Heavy Hand, supra note 99. 
128 See Frankowski, supra note 1, at 266. 
129 See supra text accompanying note 124. 
130 SeeCzeslaw Milosz & Madeline G. Levine, A Theocratic State? Why Poland's Church Should 
Stay Out of Poland's Politics, NEW REPUBLIC, July 8, 1991, at 27. 
131 [d. 
132 See Stojanowska, supra note 37, at 384. 
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certain: Polish women would be faced with even fewer choices on 
birth control and family planning, while the rest of Europe surges 
forward in liberalizing abortion laws. 133 
III. INTERNATIONAL LAW QUESTIONS AND THE PROPOSED 
CHRISTIAN-NATIONAL UNION ANTI-ABORTION BILL 
The European Convention on Human Rights provides that every 
human being is entitled to the right to life.134 This right to life, 
however, has not been extended to a fetus. 135 The proposed Chris-
tian-National Union bill gives a fetus an absolute right to life. Should 
the bill become law, a question arises as to whether the law would 
contravene the European Commission's decision in Paton v. United 
Kingdom. 136 
Moreover, Polish Ombudsman, Tadeusz Zielinski, believes that the 
new Ethics Code, passed in May, 1992, in addition to violating Polish 
law, also infringes upon article 9 of the Convention. 137 The Ombuds-
man believes the new Code violates article 9 by infringing upon the 
freedom of conscience of doctors who believe abortion may be 
necessary in situations other than when the mother's life is in dan-
ger. 13S Should the Christian-National Union bill become law, it may 
prevent Poland from entering the Council of Europe. Poland al-
ready has signed the Convention, but has not yet ratified it.139 Ra-
tification is a prerequisite to entering the Council of Europe. 140 The 
new Code and the proposed Christian-National Union bill may go 
133 See DorotaJ. Bartyzel, Women Fight fm- Rights, WARSAW VorCE, Apr. 19, 1992, available in 
LEXIS, Nexis Library, AHeur File [hereinafter Women Fight fm- Rights]. 
134Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Nov. 4, 
1950, § 1, art. 2, 213 U.N.T.S. 222 [hereinafter European Convention on Human Rights]. 
135 See Paton v. United Kingdom, App. No. 8416/78, 3 Eur. H.R. Rep. 408, 416 (1981) 
(Commission Report) [hereinafter Paton]. 
136 See id. For a full discussion of the import of this decision, see infra text accompanying 
notes 178-205. 
137 Zielinski Meets the Press, POLISH NEWS BULL., May 14, 1992, at 3, available in LEXIS, Nexis 
Library, AHeur File [hereinafter Zielinski Meets the Press]. Article 9 of the European Conven-
tion on Human Rights provides: "1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience 
and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either 
alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, 
in worship, teaching, practice, and observance." European Convention on Human Rights, 
supra note 134, art. 9, § 1. 
138 Zielinski Meets the Press, supra note 137. 
139 See Deputies Submit Ratification Drafts to Sejm Committees, PAP NEWS WIRE, May 22,1992, 
available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, AHeur File [hereinafter Deputies Submit Ratification Drafts 
to Sejm Committees]. 
140 [d. 
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beyond that which is allowed by article 9 by placing public safety 
and health in greater jeopardy, and by enforcing a code of morals 
that is not necessarily embraced by the majority of the Polish peo-
ple. 141 
Only two international human rights commissions, the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights (Inter-American Commis-
sion or American Commission), and the European Commission on 
Human Rights (European Commission), have addressed the issue 
of whether a fetus enjoys the protection of the right to life. Although 
Poland is not a signatory to the American Convention on Human 
Rights, and the decisions of the Inter-American Commission have 
no binding effect on Poland, it is interesting to note that neither 
Commission has found that the right to life embodied by the Ameri-
can and European Conventions on Human Rights extends to the 
fetus. 142 Moreover, it is especially important to note that the Inter-
American Convention declined to extend the right to life to the 
fetus, despite the fact that article 4 of the American Convention on 
Human Rights explicitly states that the right to life begins at the 
moment of conception.143 
A. The American Convention on Human Rights and the 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 
Several international human rights agreements are in existence 
throughout the world, and most countries have signed at least one 
human rights agreement. Most international conventions guarantee 
the right to life for all human beings. 144 Out of all the international 
declarations on human rights, only the American Convention ex-
plicitly protects the life of the fetus in utero. 145 The Inter-American 
141 See supra text accompanying note 137. 
142 See generally Dinah Shelton, International Law on Protection of the Fetus, in ABORTION AND 
THE PROTECTION OF THE HUMAN FETUS 1, 3, 10 (SJ. Frankowski and G.F. Cole eds. 1987). 
143 American Convention on Human Rights: "Pact of San Jose," July 18, 1978, art. 4, 1144 
U.N.T.S. 144 [hereinafter American Convention on Human Rights]; see Shelton, supra note 
142, at 2. 
144See, e.g., United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, GA. Res. 217, U.N. 
Doc. A/810, 71, 72, art. 3, ("Article 3. Everyone has the right to life, liberty and the security 
of person."); European Convention on Human Rights, supra note 134, § 1, art. 2, ("Article 2. 
1. Everyone's right to life shall be protected by law. No one shall be deprived of his life 
intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a court following his conviction for a crime 
for which this penalty is provided by law."); American Convention on Human Rights, supra 
note 143 art. 4 ("Article 4. Every person has the right to have his life respected."). 
145 American Convention on Human Rights, supra note 143, art. 4. Article 4 provides: "Every 
person has the right to have his life respected. This right shall be protected by law, and, in 
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Commission interpreted this provision in 1981, after groups and 
individuals filed a denunciation of the United States, alleging that 
the U.S. abortion law was incompatible with U.S. human rights 
obligations as a member of the Organization of American States 
(OAS).146 The petitioners focused on the right to life, and alleged 
that U.S. Supreme Court decisions permitting abortions constituted 
a violation of the American Convention.147 
The challenge required the Inter-American Commission to inter-
pret both article I of the American Declaration of the Rights and 
Duties of Man (American Declaration), and article 4 of the Ameri-
can Convention. The American Commission's decision is based on 
the right to life in the American Declaration, since the United States 
is not a party to the American Convention.148 The Inter-American 
Commission concluded that the United States did not violate any of 
the provisions of the American Declaration.149 
In looking at the American Declaration, the American Commis-
sion examined the drafting history of article I, and found that 
elimination of explicit language from an earlier draft of the Ameri-
can Declaration safeguarding the fetus demonstrated an intent that 
such protection not be extended to the fetus. 15o Based in part on 
this finding, the Inter-American Commission held that the United 
States did not violate the American Declaration by allowing abor-
tions. 151 The American Commission also rested its decision that the 
right to life did not include the fetus partially because a number of 
U.S. states allowed abortion rights at the time the American Decla-
ration was drafted. 152 
In discussing article 4 of the American Convention, which protects 
life "in general, from the moment of conception,"153 the Inter-Ameri-
general, from the moment of conception. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life." [d.; 
see Shelton, supra note 142, at 2. 
146 Shelton, supra note 142, at 2; Case 2141 (OAS/SER.I./V/I. 52 doc. 48, Mar. 6, 1981 
reprinted in 2 HUMAN RIGHTS LJ. llO (1981)). 
147 Shelton, supra note 142, at 2. 
148 [d. at 2-3. 
149 [d. at 3. 
150 [d. The draft provision in question provided: "Every person has the right to life. This 
right extends to the right to life from the moment of conception, to the right to life of 
incurables, imbeciles and the insane." The second sentence was deleted, and this erasure 
provided the Inter-American Commission with the basis for its conclusion that the right to 
life did not extend to pre-natal life. [d. 
151 [d. 
152 [d. 
153 American Convention on Human Rights, supra note 143, art. 4. 
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can Commission concluded that the provision protecting life from 
conception represented a compromise between pro- and anti-abor-
tion factions. 154 The Inter-American Commission used the American 
Convention to interpret the American Declaration, and found that 
even if the Declaration protects life from the moment of birth, it 
leaves to each Member State the right to determine through its 
domestic law whether life begins, and is entitled to protection, at 
the moment of conception, or at any other time prior to birth. 155 
Thus, the Inter-American Commission has in at least one case found 
that the right to life does not extend to the fetus, but applies only 
after birth. 
B. The European Convention on Human Rights and the European 
Commission on Human Rights 
1. Bruggemann and Scheu ten v. Federal Republic of Germany 
More importantly for Poland, the European Commission on Hu-
man Rights (European Commission) has ruled on the issue of 
whether the right to life extends to a fetus. 156 In Bruggemann and 
Scheuten v. Federal Republic of Germany,157 two women challenged 
German legislation that only permitted abortion if the mother's life 
or health were in danger, or if there were other exceptional adverse 
circumstances. ISS A 1974 amendment to the law permitted unregu-
lated abortion during the first twelve weeks of pregnancy.159 This 
provision, however, was invalidated in 1975 by the Federal Constitu-
tional Court.160 The Court found that the fetus's life constituted an 
independent legal interest that was protected by the German Con-
stitution, and that the State had a duty to protect and foster fetal 
154 Shelton, supra note 142, at 4. 
155Id. Using the American Convention to interpret the American Declaration is not neces-
sarily impermissible. Id. The American Convention declares that no provision of the American 
Convention shall be interpreted as excluding or limiting the effect that the American Decla-
ration and other international acts have. Id. Thus, where the American Convention appears 
to adopt a more restrictive formulation than that of the American Declaration, the Convention 
itself could give priority to the American Declaration. Id. 
156Id. at 5; see generally Briiggemann and Scheu ten v. Federal Republic of Germany, App. 
No. 6959/75, 3 Eur. H.R. Rep. 244 (1981) (Commission Report) [hereinafter Briiggemann 
and Scheutenl. 
157 Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156. 
158Id. at 249-50; see Shelton, supra note 142, at 5. 
159 Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 245-46; see Shelton, supra note 142, at 5. 
160Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 248; see Shelton, supra note 142, at 5. 
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life. 161 The Court also stated that protection of the fetus was, in 
principle, more important than the pregnant woman's right to self-
determination throughout the pregnancy, and could not be dero-
gated during a certain period. 162 Thus, the Federal Constitutional 
Court held that, while a woman may not be forced to carry a child 
to term if her life or health were in danger, or if there were other 
exceptional adverse conditions sanctioning an abortion, the 1974 
law failed to protect adequately the life of the unborn. 163 Responding 
to this opinion, the German Parliament in 1976 passed a law con-
forming to the opinion, limiting the right to an abortion to cases in 
which there are strong reasons to believe the child will be deformed, 
or if the pregnancy is the result of a crime, or the termination is 
otherwise advisable to prevent distress which is so serious that the 
woman cannot be required to continue the pregnancy, and there 
are no other alternatives to avoid this distress.164 The new law also 
provided criminal sanctions for a violation of the law. 165 
Briiggemann and Scheuten challenged the law, alleging that it 
violated their rights to family and private life under article 8 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights (European Convention) .166 
161 Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 248. "The life of the child developing in 
the mother's womb constitutes an independent legal interest protected by the Constitu-
tion .... The State's duty of protection not only forbids direct State interference with the life 
of the developing child but also requires the State to protect and foster it." Id. 
162Id. "[T]he protection of the life of the embryo enjoys in principle priority over the 
pregnant woman's right of self-determination throughout the period of pregnancy and may 
not be considered subject to derogation during a certain period." Id.; see also Shelton, supra 
note 142, at 5. 
163 Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 249. The Federal Constitutional Court 
stated: 
A woman cannot be required to continue her pregnancy if its termination is neces-
sary in order to avert a danger to her life or of serious injury to her health. 
Furthermore, the legislator is free to decide that there exist other exceptional 
adverse circumstances of similar gravity affecting a pregnant woman which she 
cannot reasonably be expected to bear and that in such cases a termination of 
pregnancy shall not render her liable to punishment. 
Id.; see Shelton, supra note 142, at 5-6. 
164 Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 249-50. 
165 Id. at 250. 
166 Id. at 251. Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights provides: 
1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his 
correspondence. 
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right 
except such as in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society 
in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the 
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The two woman alleged that as a result of the new law, they would 
have to either renounce sexual intercourse, use contraceptives, or 
carry a pregnancy to term against their will.167 The issue was whether 
or not the regulation of abortion was justified as an intervention in 
private life under article 8(2) of the European Convention.168 
The European Commission found that respect for private life 
guarantees each person a domain within which he or she may freely 
pursue the development and fulfillment of the personality.169 This 
personal domain, however, is limited, and not all legislation that 
interferes with that domain necessarily encroaches upon a person's 
private life to such an extent as to violate the European Conven-
tion.170 Indeed, the closer a person brings his or her private life into 
contact with public life, or with other protected interests, the more 
the claim to respect for private life is reduced.17! The European 
Commission held that when a woman becomes pregnant, her private 
life becomes closely connected with the developing fetus's life.172 
Without deciding whether the fetus is to be considered "life" for 
purposes of article 2 of the European Convention,173 the European 
Commission found that certain interests relating to pregnancy are 
protected legally and thus outside an individual's sphere of private 
life. 174 Pregnancy and the interruption of pregnancy could not be 
country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or 
morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. 
European Convention on Human Rights, supra note 134, § 1, art. 8. 
167Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 251. 
168 Shelton, supra note 142, at 6. 
169 Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 252. The Commission stated that "[t]he 
right to respect for private life is of such a scope as to secure to the individual a sphere within 
which he can freely pursue the development and fulfilment [sic] of his personality." Id. 
170 Id. 
171 Id. at 252-53. The Commission pointed out that it had held in the past that the concept 
of private life also embraces '" to a certain degree, the right to establish and to develop 
relationships with other human beings, especially in the emotional field for the development 
and fulfilment [sic] of one's own personality.'" Id. at 253 (emphasis in original). Past decisions 
by the Commission, however, denied that article 8 extends to an individual's relationship with 
his or her entire immediate surroundings. Id. For example, the Commission held that the 
sphere of private life did not include a dog owner's right to own a dog because owning a dog 
"'is by the very nature of that animal necessarily associated with certain interferences with the 
life of others and even with public life.'" Id. 
172 Id. 
173 See supra note 135. In Paton, the Court addressed the issue of whether the fetus should 
be considered "life" within the meaning of article 2 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights. Paton, supra note 135, at 411. The Court decided that a fetus either has no right to 
life at all, or if such a right to life does exist, it is limited. Id. at 415. See infra text accompanying 
notes 178-206 for a more detailed discussion of this case. 
174Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 253. For example, the right to inherit is 
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considered to be completely within the domain of the private life of 
the mother.175 The European Commission also found that not every 
regulation on abortion would constitute an interference with the 
right to respect for the private life of the mother, and noted that 
every party to the European Convention permitted regulation of 
abortion. 176 
The European Commission held that the German law did not 
violate article 8 of the European Convention. 177 In making this 
decision, the European Commission was persuaded by the fact that 
the German law permitted abortion if the life or health of the 
mother was in danger, if there was strong evidence that the child 
might suffer from an incurable injury due to genetic factors, or if 
the pregnancy was the result of a crime against the woman. I78 The 
Commission also stressed that the law imposed no sanctions on the 
mother for an abortion performed within the first twenty-two weeks 
of pregnancy.179 While there is no definite declaration to this effect 
in the opinion, the implication of this decision is that an absolute 
prohibition on abortion would be impermissible under the Euro-
pean Convention.180 
2. Paton v. United Kingdom 
In 1980, the European Commission considered the issue of 
whether a fetus is protected by the right to life guaranteed in article 
2 of the European Convention. lSI In Paton v. United Kingdom, a 
one such right given to a conceived but unborn child. Id.; see also Shelton, supra note 142, 
at 6. 
175 Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 253. 
176Id. at 253, 254. 
I77 Id. at 254. 
178Id. 
179 Id.; see Shelton, supra note 142, at 7. 
180 See Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 254-55; Shelton, supra note 142, at 
7. 
181 Paton, supra note 135. Article 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights provides: 
1. Everyone's right to life shall be protected by law. No one shall be deprived of his 
life intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a court following his convic-
tion of a crime for which this penalty is provided by law. 
2. Deprivation oflife shall not be regarded as inflicted in contravention of this Article 
when it results from the use of force which is no more than absolutely necessary: 
a. in defence of any person from unlawful violence; 
b. in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person lawfully 
detained; 
c. in action lawfully taken for the purpose of quelling a riot or insurrection. 
European Convention on Human Rights, supra note 134, § 1, art. 2. 
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husband challenged a U.K. law that permitted a wife to obtain an 
abortion without her husband's consent.182 The British High Court 
found that under English law the fetus had no rights until born, and 
that the father of a fetus has no legal right to prevent the mother 
from obtaining an abortion.183 The husband appealed to the Euro-
pean Commission, alleging that the English law violated the fetus's 
right to life guaranteed in article 2,184 and the right to liberty and 
security guaranteed in article 5.185 The father also alleged that the 
English law violated his right to a hearing guaranteed by article 6;186 
the article 8 right to respect for private and family life;187 and the 
guarantee of freedom of thought, religion, and conscience pro-
tected by article 9. 188 The European Commission dismissed the 
claims under articles 5, 6, and 9 as irrelevant, and based its decision 
on articles 2 and 8.189 
182Paton, supra note 135, at 410. 
183 [d.; see Shelton, supra note 142, at 8. 
184 Paton, supra note 135, at 410. For the text of article 2 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights, see supra note 181 and accompanying text. 
185 [d. Article 5, § 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights provides in pertinent 
part: "1. Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person." European Convention on 
Human Rights, supra note 134, art. 5, § 1. 
186 Paton, supra note 135, at 410. Article 6, § 1 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights provides: 
(1) In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge 
against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable 
time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law. Judgment shall 
be pronounced publicly but the press and public may be excluded from all or part 
of the trial in the interests of morals, public order or national security in a democratic 
society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection of the private life of the 
parties so require, or to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in 
special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice. 
European Convention on Human Rights, supra note 134, art. 6, § 1. 
187Paton, supra note 135, at 410. For the text of article 8 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights, see supra note 166 and accompanying text. 
188Paton, supra note 135, at 410. Article 9 of the European Convention on Human Rights 
provides: 
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right 
includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in 
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, 
in worship, teaching, practice and observance. 
(2) Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such 
limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the 
interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for 
the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. 
European Convention on Human Rights, supra note 134, art. 9. 
189Paton, supra note 135, at 417; see also Shelton, supra note 142, at 9. 
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The European Commission focused on the terms "everyone" and 
"life," contained in article 2, to determine whether a fetus should 
be afforded protection under article 2.190 The European Commis-
sion found that in nearly every provision in which the term "every-
one" was used, the word only could be applied post-natally.l9l Article 
2 contains limitations on the right to life that only can be applied 
to persons already born, and cannot be applied to the fetus. 192 The 
European Convention thus does not appear to include the unborn 
in the use of the term "everyone" in article 2.193 
The European Commission undertook a similar analysis with re-
gard to the word "life" in article 2.194 The European Commission 
reviewed article 4 of the American Convention, which, as noted 
above, protected life "in general, from the moment of concep-
tion,"195 and found no similar provision in the European Conven-
tion. 196 It found that the term "life" may be subject to different 
interpretations in different legal documents, depending on the con-
text in which it is used. 197 Thus article 2 did not specifically guaran-
tee the right to life to the fetus. 
190 Paton, supra note 135, at 413. 
191 [d. "Thus both the general usage of the term 'everyone' ('toute personne') of the 
Convention ... and the context in which this term is employed in Article 2 ... tend to support 
the view that it does not include the unborn." [d. 
For example, article 11 of the European Convention on Human Rights states that "[e]ve-
ryone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of association with 
others ..... " European Convention on Human Rights. supra note 134, art. 11. Obviously, the 
term "everyone" as used in this article cannot apply to the fetus, as the fetus is unable to 
assemble or associate with anything. See Paton, supra note 135, at 413. Similarly, article 10 
states: "[e]veryone has the right to freedom of expression." European Convention on Human 
Rights, supra note 134, art. 10. As used in this article, the word "everyone" cannot apply to 
fetuses because fetuses are unable to communicate. See Paton, supra note 135, at 413. Of all 
the rights granted in the European Convention on Human Rights, only the right to life in 
article 2 could apply pre-natally. See id. Subsequent rights promulgated in article 2, however, 
appear only to apply after birth. See European Convention on Human Rights, supra note 134, 
§ 1, art. 2. For example, the second sentence of article 2(1) provides: "[n]o one shall be 
deprived of his life intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a court following his 
conviction of a crime for which this penalty is provided by law." European Convention on 
Human Rights, supra note 134, art. 2. A fetus obviously could not be convicted of a crime 
warranting the death penalty, and arguably article 2 could be seen as applying only post-
natally. See Paton, supra note 135, at 413. 
192 Paton, supra note 135, at 413; see also Shelton, supra note 142, at 9. For a discussion of 
these limitations, see supra note 191 and accompanying text. 
193 Paton, supra note 135, at 413. 
194 [d. 
195 See supra notes 143-55 and accompanying text. 
196 See Shelton, supra note 142, at 9. 
197Paton, supra note 135, at 414. 
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Finding no explicit extension of the right to life to a fetus, the 
European Commission posited alternative interpretations of the 
European Convention.198 The European Commission noted a wide 
deviation in definitions oflife, and found that three countries define 
"life" differently: Germany defines life as beginning at implanta-
tion;199 the United States defines life as beginning at viability;20o and 
Austria defines life as beginning at birth.201 Three possible interpre-
tations of the right to life were proposed by the European Commis-
sion: (1) not extending to the fetus at all; (2) recognizing the fetus's 
right to life, with certain limitations; and (3) an absolute right to life 
for the fetus. 202 
The European Commission summarily dismissed a fetus's absolute 
right to life.203 It reasoned that to give the fetus an absolute right to 
life would give it a higher priority than that of the mother, and would 
make all abortions, even those necessary to save the mother's life, 
impermissible.204 Since there is no limitation on a pregnant woman's 
right to life, such an interpretation would be contrary to the Euro-
pean Convention.205 
The European Commission did not decide which of the two 
remaining alternative interpretations of article 2's right to life con-
trolled, since it found no violation of the European Convention 
under either construction.206 Either the fetus is not protected at all, 
or, if it is protected, its rights are balanced against, and subject, to 
the mother's rights to health and life, at least in the early stages of 
pregnancy.207 The European Commission thus found that the fetus 
does not have an absolute right to life, that the fetus may not have 
a right to life at all, or if it does, it is subject to implied limitations.208 
Finally, the European Commission held that interference with the 
198 [d. at 415. 
199 [d. at 414. Implantation is the process of attachment of the embryo to the maternal 
uterine wall. WEBSTER'S THIRD INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 1134 (1961). 
200Paton, supra note 135, at 414. Viability is the point at which the fetus has attained such 
form and development of organs as to be normally capable of living outside the uterus. 
WEBSTER'S THIRD INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 2548 (1961). 
201 Paton, supra note 135, at 414; see also Shelton, supra note 142, at 9. 




206 See id. at 416; see also Shelton, supra note 142, at 10. 
207Paton, supra note 135, at 415-16; Shelton, supra note 142, at 10. 
208 See generally Paton, supra note 135. 
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husband's right to privacy and family life, guaranteed by article 8, 
was justified as necessary for the protection of another's rights.209 
It appears, therefore, that the two Commissions that have ad-
dressed the issue of whether a fetus should be protected by the right 
to life guaranteed in international human rights declarations, have 
determined that there are cases in which a fetus does not have a 
right to life. Such a determination is often based on a balancing of 
the fetus's rights against the mother's rights.210 The decisions of the 
European Commission indicate a willingness to defer to the national 
legislatures,211 although a total ban on abortion does not appear to 
be acceptable to the European Commission.212 
C. Poland and the Council of Europe 
Poland has signed the European Convention on Human Rights, 
but has not yet ratified it.213 Ratification of the European Convention 
is a prerequisite for full admission to the Council of Europe, and 
the Sejm has submitted draft proposals of laws to ratify the Conven-
tion.214 The proposed anti-abortion bill, however, may pose some 
problems for Poland's entry into the Council of Europe. The bill, if 
passed in its current form, contains possible violations of the Euro-
pean Convention on Human Rights. While the violations, if any, will 
probably not bar Poland's entry into the Council of Europe, a 
successful challenge to the bill in the European Commission may 
force Poland to amend the bill to provide for abortions in more 
cases than just when the mother's life is in danger. 215 
The bill proposed by the Christian-National Union gives the fetus 
an absolute right to life. The bill prohibits abortion in all cases 
except when the life of the mother is in danger. 216 The proposed 
anti-abortion bill thus may contravene the European Convention on 
Human Rights. An absolute right to life for the fetus was rejected 
by the European Commission in Paton v. United Kingdom.217 By 
giving the fetus an absolute right to life, the Christian-National 
7. 
2m [d. at 416-17. 
210 See Shelton, supra note 142, at lO. 
211 See Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 254; Paton, supra note 135, at 415. 
212 See Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 254-55; Shelton, supra note 142, at 
213 See Deputies Submit Ratification Drafts to Sejm Committees, supra note 139. 
214 [d. 
215 See generally Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156; Paton, supra note 135. 
216 Myers, supra note 6, at Cl. 
217 See supra text accompanying notes 203-05. 
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Union anti-abortion bill would give the fetus a higher priority than 
the mother, a contention that was rejected outright by the European 
Commission as contrary to the European Convention.218 
Giving a fetus an absolute right to life interferes with the mother's 
right to privacy and family. The European Commission has justified 
such interference when it is necessary to protect another's rights.219 
Under the European Convention, however, the fetus has no right to 
life, or, if it does have a right to life, it is limited.220 Even a limited 
right to life does not justifY giving the life of the fetus a higher 
priority than that of the mother.22! Thus, the Christian-National 
Union bill sacrifices the mother's rights for the rights of something 
not covered, or not as completely covered, by the European Con-
vention. This appears to be contrary to the European Convention, 
and may pose difficulties for Poland, should Poland petition for 
entry into the Council of Europe. 
In addition, a parliamentary commission recently recommended 
making the abortion bill even stricter.222 The parliamentary commis-
sion recommended both a complete ban on abortion and prison 
terms for doctors and women who perform them. 223 Assuming Poland 
is admitted to the Council of Europe, if the bill passes parliament 
with these changes, and is signed into law, it is likely that any 
challenge to the bill brought to the European Convention on Hu-
man Rights will succeed. The European Convention's decision in 
Bruggemann and Scheu ten was based in part on the fact that the 
German law permitted abortion if the life or health of the mother 
was in danger.224 Moreover, the European Commission was per-
suaded by the fact that the German law imposed no sanctions on 
the mother.225 In contrast, the Christian-National Union bill, as 
amended, would prohibit abortion completely, even where the 
mother's life was in danger, and would impose criminal sanctions 
on the mother, both of which were rejected by the European Com-
mission. The amended version of the bill also would give the fetus 
an absolute right to life and elevate the life of the fetus above that 
218 See supra text accompanying notes 203-05. 
219 See Paton, supra note 135, at 416. 
220 See supra text accompanying notes 206-08. 
221 See Paton, supra note 135, at 416. 
222 Total Abortion Ban Proposed in Poland, CHI. TRIB •• Oct. 25. 1992, at C26. 
223Id. 
224 Briiggemann and Scheuten, supra note 156, at 254; see also Shelton, supra note 142, at 
7. 
225 Briiggemann and Scheu ten, supra note 156, at 254. 
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of the mother, which, as noted above, also has been found by the 
European Commission to be contrary to the European Conven-
tion.226 
Polish Ombudsman Tadeusz Zielinski believes that the new Doc-
tor's Code of Ethics, in addition to violating Polish law, also infringes 
upon article 9 of the European Convention.227 The Doctor's Code 
and the proposed bill may contravene article 9 by violating the 
freedom of conscience of those doctors who believe that abortion 
may be necessary in situations other than when the life of the 
mother is in danger. 228 Moreover, the new Code and the proposed 
anti-abortion bill go beyond the limitations allowed in section two 
of article 9. While article 9 allows restrictions on freedom of worship , 
conscience, or thought to protect the public safety, health, or mor-
als, the Code and the bill would, in effect, put public safety and 
health in greater jeopardy. Women may be forced to get "back-alley" 
abortions, perhaps by unqualified practitioners. Women also may 
resort to self-inflicted abortions, as was done in the Stalinist days, by 
injecting a soap solution to induce abortion. 229 The death rate from 
this method was 70 percent.230 The Code and the bill, in light of this 
fact, cannot be considered a restriction to protect health or safety. 
As for protecting public morals, the obvious inquiry is, or should 
be, who decides what the public morals should be. The Code and 
the bill seek to impose the Catholic Church's morals. Catholic dog-
mas are accepted selectively. While it is true that more than 90 
percent of the Polish population is Catholic, a recent public opinion 
poll found that 61 percent of Poles favored retaining a legal right 
to an abortion. 231 Fifty percent of Poles approve of living together 
and excuse adultery; nearly 60 percent agree with divorce and tol-
erate illegitimate children;232 and 61 percent favor retaining the 
right to have an abortion. 233 To consider this bill a limitation on the 
public morals is inconsistent with the reality of the Polish people's 
226 See supra text accompanying notes 204--05. 
227 Zielinski Meets the Press, supra note 137. For the text of article 9 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights, see supra note 137. 
228 Zielinski Meets the Press, supra note 137. 
229 Slawomir Majman, Troll Under the Bed Cover, WARSAW VOICE, May 17, 1992, available in 
LEXIS, Europe Library, AHeur File. 
230 [d. 
231 Engelberg, supra note 62, at A3. 
232Roger Boyes, Poles March Against Church Power, THE TIMES (London), Apr. 18, 1992, 
available in LEXIS, Europe Library, AHeur File. 
233 Engelberg, supra note 62, at A3. 
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views. Christian-National Union deputies have announced that, re-
gardless of the will of the majority, "'morality should be ob-
served."'234 The Christian-National Union is not trying to protect 
public morals, for public morals in a democracy should reflect the 
will of the majority, which appears to favor abortion in at least some 
instances. Rather, the Roman Catholic Church, through the Chris-
tian-National Union, is trying to impose its own code of morality on 
the public against the public's will. This is clearly forbidden by 
article 9, and may form the basis for another successful challenge 
to the anti-abortion bill should it be passed and should Poland enter 
the Council of Europe. 
The Christian-National Union bill has been criticized throughout 
Europe. At a conference on women's rights, Council of Europe 
Members of Parliament decried the bill, and ranked Poland with 
Ireland as hostile to abortion.235 Council of Europe Member of 
Parliament Roland Beix described the possibility of an anti-abortion 
law in Poland as a major obstacle for the Council of Europe.236 
The anti-abortion bill may pose problems for Poland's entry into 
the Council of Europe. While other Western democracies continue 
to give women more choices through liberalized abortion legisla-
tion, Poland seems to be moving in the opposite direction by re-
stricting women's freedom and forcing them to carry unwanted 
babies to term. It is not clear whether the proposed bill would bar 
Poland's entry into the Council of Europe, but at the very least it 
will make entry more difficult. Should Poland be admitted with a 
new anti-abortion law intact, as noted above, it is likely that the law 
would be successfully challenged,237 especially if the bill included the 
amendments recommended by the parliamentary commission.238 
A female delegation representing Italy's Democratic Party of the 
Left stated that the proposed Christian-National Bill would adversely 
affect the rights of women in other countries of Europe.239 The bill 
would constitute a "negative exception" as compared to other Euro-
234Id. 
235 Women Fight for Rights, supra note 133. 
236Id. "'How long can the Council of Europe-which wants to remain a guarantor of 
progress and democracy-tolerate a situation where some countries are moving backwards?'" 
Id. 
237 See supra text accompanying notes 213-15. 
238 See supra text accompanying notes 222-26. 
239 Italian Parliamentarians Warn Against Penalizing Abortion, PAP NEWS WIRE (Warsaw), 
July 14, 1992, available in LEXIS, Europe Library, AHeur File. 
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pean Community nations, and would result in the political isolation 
of Poland.240 If the anti-abortion bill is passed, the law could pose 
difficulties for Poland's entry into the European Community as well. 
What the ultimate result will be should the bill be passed is not 
entirely clear, but it seems apparent that at least a total or near-total 
ban on abortion would further burden Poland's economy, which 
already is strapped because of the increased number of children and 
families in need of government assistance.241 In addition, Poland 
may face an increase in "back-alley" abortions performed under 
unsanitary conditions and by unqualified practitioners, a result 
which the 1956 Law on the Termination of Pregnancy was designed 
to eliminate.242 Arguably, the proposed anti-abortion bill will make 
Poland's entry into the Council of Europe and the European Com-
munity more difficult. The law would also be subject to a successful 
challenge as violating article 2, and perhaps articles 8 and 9 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights. 
CONCLUSION 
The Roman Catholic Church has gone beyond what is permissible 
under the Polish Constitution and has involved itself in the affairs 
of the State. While the Church is free to express its opinion on the 
morality and wisdom of any law or policy followed by the govern-
ment, involvement in the political process-from coercing Poles to 
support anti-abortion positions, to accusing government officials of 
being communist, to using the Christian-National Union to force 
through the Parliament what it considers to be divine dictates-
clearly is forbidden by the Polish Constitution. The Catholic Church 
has actively involved itself in the secular political life of Poland, thus 
contravening article 82 of the Constitution. 
Should the anti-abortion bill pass and be signed into law, it would 
be subject to challenge as violating article 2 of the European Con-
vention on Human Rights because it would grant a fetus an absolute 
right to life. In addition, it may violate article 8 of the European 
Convention by impermissibly interfering with a woman's right to 
privacy and family life. Finally, the bill may violate article 9 of the 
European Convention by violating the freedom of conscience of 
240 Id. 
241 See supra text accompanying notes 123-25. 
242 See Stojanowska, supra note 37, at 382. 
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those doctors and women who believe abortion is appropriate in 
cases other than only where the mother's life is in danger. The bill 
would impose a code of morals that public opinion polls suggest is 
not the morals of the people, and the bill may result in an increased 
risk to public health, as women may be driven underground to seek 
unsafe abortions. 
Brian]. Leslie 
